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“The big news in the Spotlight section

Knowledge Capital

is the recent demerger of our company
which led to the formation of three

Your Space

independent companies.

”

Happenings

Dear friends,
Beyond Business

DSC DNA
Evolving efficient structures
Successful companies adapt and evolve their
organizational structures over time to best
leverage the market opportunities available to them.
DSC Ltd has had the foresight to restructure itself as a
part of its evolution by setting up business divisions which
over time evolved into strategic business units and
finally demerge to form three separate companies.
In today’s dynamic business environment the only
constant is change and DSC Ltd is fully geared up
for this to maximize its all round growth.

The latest edition of PULSE, our internal newsletter, is back once again to keep you posted about the latest news and
developments happening within our organization. I’m pleased to report that over the last two years, through PULSE,
we have been able to interact and reach out effectively to each other and share interesting thoughts and perspectives.
Internal communication is an important aspect for any successful organization and I would request you to continue to
write in to the Corporate Communication team with your thoughts and suggestions.
This issue is of special significance as the Spotlight and Perspective sections highlight two new and important
developments at DSC. I would particularly draw your attention to the big news in the Spotlight section that announces
the recent demerger of our company which led to the formation of three independent companies. It highlights the
strategic vision behind the process and the benefits that accrue to each one of us. The Perspective section outlines the
group’s strategy to tap into new emerging economies that are gaining importance in the global infrastructure market.
We are actively assessing the opportunities that these markets present so that we could extend our Indian success in
these emerging markets.
The Knowledge Capital pages provide us with an interesting overview of new innovative yet cost effective technologies that
are finding wider acceptance in the construction business. In the DSC Best Practice page, you can see how our SAP team is
gearing up for the seamless operation within the new companies that have been created post the demerger process.
The DSC Prize for South Asian Literature is going from strength to strength and has now entered its third year after creating
a strong impact in its first two years. Updates on this literary initiative can be found on the Beyond Business page.
Browse through the other regular sections to find updates on our various projects, industry news and happenings within
our organization. For a lighter read, we have as usual, an interesting spread of in-house creative talent on display in the
Your Space section. Do not miss it.
Hope you enjoy going through this edition of PULSE.
All the best
HS Narula
Chairman
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Venturing into new emerging markets
DSC Limited has always had the discerning vision to identify
and participate in the infrastructure sector in new emerging
economies which provide good returns and the opportunity to
showcase international level projects. Whether it was the entry
in the North African market in the early eighties or riding the
economic liberalization wave in India in the early nineties, DSC
Limited has believed in taking the first mover advantage in these
countries and implement innovative, path-breaking infrastructure
projects to achieve a position of eminence in these markets.
In line with its vision to be a leading player in infrastructure
development in key emerging markets, our organization has
been closely monitoring the trends and opportunities in new
developing economies. Our long term and strategic interest
would be in those countries which are opening up to the public
private partnership (PPP) model especially in the roads and
expressways sector.

Identifying Emerging Markets
Markets can typically be classified as frontier markets, emerging
markets or developed markets depending on the robustness of
GDP growth, level of foreign investments, government policy
towards private enterprise, population demographics etc.
Emerging markets present exciting challenges and opportunities
for investors around the globe. They hold both promise and peril.
While they represent the potential for remarkably high returns,
they may simultaneously harbour substantial risks. A lot of macro
economic research has to be evaluated alongside our strategic

Anhad Narula

corporate vision to correctly identify the markets one should
invest in.
The compilers of emerging market indices decide whether a
country is an emerging market by assessing the nature and
sophistication of the stock market in relation to the degree of
development of the economy. Standard & Poor’s which compiles
and evaluates the global emerging market financial indices, uses
the term “frontier markets” to describe countries with markets
that are smaller and less liquid than those in the more advanced
emerging markets. Frontier markets evolve into emerging markets
which in turn have the long term opportunity to finally grow into
developed or mature markets.
With growth in most mature markets stagnating and frontier
markets still not structured or open enough to encourage private
sector participation, the opportunity clearly lies in the emerging
markets. These markets are typified by
•

High all round GDP growth across sectors in recent years

•

Economic growth primarily fuelled by the private sector

•

On going public policy reforms and economic liberalization to
attract foreign direct investment

•

Presence of organized financial markets to invest in

•

Political stability with democratically elected governments

•

A significantly youthful population base

A number of exciting new emerging markets in the sub-Saharan
African countries have caught the eye of international investors.
According to a World Bank research seven sub-Saharan countries
have been specifically identified as frontrunners to fuel the next
level of investment in the continent: Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya,
Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia. Together these
countries account for about 40 percent of the region’s population
outside South Africa and almost one-half of its GDP.
The DSC Group already has the long term and successful
experience of working in the North African market and it is now
closely looking at the Western African region including countries
like Nigeria and Ghana which are making significant progress. The
group has set up offices in Lagos and Accra and is actively looking
at investing in the roads and expressways sector in these nations.
With the PPP model in the sector gaining more prominence
and Build Operate Transfer (BOT) opportunities coming to the
fore, DSC is actively looking forward to sign on projects in these
countries which would allow it to get the first mover advantage.
Being an early investor would provide DSC an opportunity to
‘buy’ into the country’s high GDP growth and specifically improve
its overall prospects in the infrastructure sector where it could
become the long term partner of choice.
With a progressively minded population of 155 million, Nigeria
is one of the key markets that the DSC Group has identified. Rich
in oil and gas reserves and with ample raw materials such as iron
ore, coal and bauxite, the country is poised for rapid economic
growth. Its Gross Domestic Product was estimated to have
grown at a robust 7.5 % in 2011. The DSC Group also sees a lot

of potential in Ghana which was the first sub-Saharan country
in colonial Africa to gain independence. Although it endured
military rule till 1992, its reform processes has transformed it as
one of the most politically stable democracies in sub-Saharan
Africa. The group is excited by the country’s plans for the roads
and infrastructure-related sectors which have opened up for
private sector participation. With a strong 13.6 % estimated
GDP growth rate in 2011 supported by a relatively young and
dynamic population of more than 20 million, Ghana represents an
attractive and realistic opportunity for us.
The emerging markets of West Africa are clearly an opportunity
that the DSC Group is excited about and actively pursuing. Watch
out for this space for more specific details and updates!
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Demerger: For effective and all-round growth
To be successful in today’s rapidly evolving and dynamic
infrastructure sector in India, it is imperative that an organization
aligns its business vision and structure to maximize the
opportunity the environment offers. Organizational restructuring
is an integral part of the evolution of any corporate and is an
ongoing continuous process. DSC Ltd is keenly aware of this and
in order to ensure all round and unfettered growth for its various
businesses, went in for a significant restructuring recently through
the process of a demerger.

The need for demerger
As the company was clearly structured along three distinct
business lines – the roads concession business, the EPC business
and the hydropower business, it was imperative that each should
have the ability to independently grow in its own specific sub
sector without any encumbrances from other business lines or the
parent company.
Each of these businesses was distinct and diverse in its
characteristics, growth trajectory, risk profile, maturity stage and
requirement of funds and therefore needed exclusively different
approaches. In order to effectively and efficiently cater to the
independent growth plans of each of the respective businesses,
and to diversify, each had to be projected as a separate and
independent company.
The demerger is in the larger interest of the shareholders,
creditors and employees of the company. It aims to provide a
measure of corporate restructuring and develop potential for
further growth and diversification and will facilitate efficient

Manhad Narula

fund raising and development of the EPC Business and the
Power Business along with the Roads Concession Business. For
the management it enables better and more efficient operating
processes and control in running the respective businesses. Most
importantly for employees it provides better accountability & job
clarity, autonomy and empowerment along with a clearer focus
on specific job roles.

The benefit to employees
Better accountability and job clarity: Within each of the three
distinct companies the role and responsibility of each employee
now becomes clearer. It would lead to better accountability,
clearer definition of key responsibility areas and provide for
seamless interface across departments. The career growth path of
each employee would be defined more specifically so that he can
perform at high productivity levels and grow rapidly within the
organization.
Organizational and individual autonomy: The overlap and
possibly confusion that we have faced especially between the
BOT and EPC businesses would now cease with the formation
of independent companies. Each company would be free to
formulate and pursue its own growth strategy independent
of other divisions. It will no longer be limited by demands of
other business lines and this leads to autonomy both at the
company and individual level. Individuals could develop specific
specialization skills and function with full autonomy within their
own setup. Each company could also set up employee training
programs and a distinct culture that is most suited for its
own employees.

Empowerment: With increasing job clarity and autonomy,
individuals would be motivated to play a more active role in their
workspace. They would feel empowered to take specific decisions
as per a predefined decision matrix and would be able to suggest
and bring in more improvements in the way they work. Similarly
it would be easier for the management to further empower
employees when it is clear what is expected from each one of
them. This will speed up the decision making process dramatically
as each manager will not need to go to the top management for
routine decisions each time.

DSC Engineering: Today, the Engineering Procurement
Construction (EPC) model has emerged as a powerful mechanism
for unleashing robust infrastructural growth in India. Leveraging
the attractive prospects emanating from this model, DSC
Engineering, with its turnkey abilities, would be a force to reckon
with in the EPC space by executing projects both for BOT based
projects for DSC Limited and third party cash contracts. A key
strength would be the Plant & Equipment (P&E) asset base already
available with the company
DSC Hydro Power Limited: The paucity of power has been one

The new demerged structure

of the biggest hindrances to the country achieving its rightful
position as a global superpower. To bridge the colossal power

After the demerger, the three companies that have been formed
and their individual domains and lines of business have been
defined as follows:

supply constraint, the Government has prudently decided to

DSC Limited: Realizing the critical importance of Road BOT
projects in infrastructure development, DSC Limited would be
an active participant in this growth model and would facilitate
direct private sector investment in large scale infrastructure
projects. Within the framework of BOT projects, this company
would specifically focus on the Transportation sector. With an
impeccable track record of successful execution and operation of
unique mega BOT projects, the Company’s project portfolio in this
sector extends across Roads, Expressways and Railways.

set up to explore opportunities in this critical infrastructure

DSC

Limited

harness the country’s vast untapped hydropower resources as
part of its Power strategy. DSC Hydro Power has been specially
sector. The company has four Hydropower projects in its portfolio
to be developed in the state of Arunachal Pradesh with a capacity
to generate 4300 MW of power.
With the demerger having been seamlessly executed, a new era of
faster growth and new opportunities has now opened up to us all.
We should take this new development positively in our stride to
enhance our individual as well as organizational capabilities.

DSC

Engineering

DSC

Hydro Power
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SAP going multiple ways – A window of opportunity
As we move ahead with the demerger of DSC Limited into
three separate legal entities, each focussing on their respective
businesses, there is a need to enable SAP applications for each of
these new organizations independent from each other.
While most organizations hire an external consulting organization
to carry out the activity of demerging in SAP, our team took this as
a challenge and carried out the SAP demerger activity without any
external help, which helped the organization to:
•

Build a highly-skilled and competent in-house SAP Team

•

Save costs of over Rs 25 lakhs achieved by carrying out the
entire exercise in-house.

•

Save time and thereby save revenue - The project was executed
in nearly 40% of the time any external organization would
have taken.

The need to re-configure/configure SAP for these newly created
organizations gave us the opportunity to clean unwanted legacy
data, and to implement better SAP Controls and Processes.
As per the Garbage In, Garbage Out (abbreviated to GIGO)
process, computers unquestioningly process the most nonsensical
of input data ("garbage in") and produce nonsensical output
("garbage out"). As the organization gains experience with SAP, and
starts using it for better reporting, it is essential to ensure that all
“garbage” or “unwanted data” is cleaned out for better reporting,
analytics and decision making.

The DSC SAP team identified the following areas to improve the
quality of master data in the new SAP System:
1. Material codes require validation/correction of material
description, classifying material to correct material group,
ensuring correctness of unit of purchase and unit of
consumption. These were thoroughly scanned and duplicate
material codes were discontinued.
2. General Ledgers (GL) are often created as and when a need for
the same is identified, but often unused GLs are left as orphan.
This enforced the need to revisit the list and block all such
unwanted/unused GL accounts.
3. Material being the critical element in our business of
construction, makes Stock-In-Hand play a major role on our
planning and execution activities, not to forget the valuation of
organization. It is important to get a transparent view of actual
stock-in-hand, and the need to be re-validated.
Furthermore the SAP team identified opportunities to improve
collection of data, by enabling considerable check-points and
safe-guarding users from the possibility of capturing incomplete or
unreferenced data. The SAP team carried out following activities to
enhance the quality of data and reporting.
•

•

Authorization Management: One of the first steps toward
implementing controls is to ensure that the user is permitted to
carry out only those activities for which he/she is authorized by
the management. This is being achieved by relooking at users
and unwanted authorizations granted to them.
Improved controls put in place to capture unreferenced
financial transactions, e.g. making it mandatory to make a
payment to a vendor only against a Purchase/Service order,
enabling automatic reconciliation on receipt of material/service
in the system.

The SAP Team strives for continuous improvement of reporting
quality by implementing necessary methods and controls and
has successfully configured SAP system for DSC Limited, DSC
Engineering Limited and DSC Hydro Power Limited in line with
their requirements.

SAP Team: Hansraj Yadav (SAP Team Lead), Viram Raj (SAP – MM), Arvind Singh (SAP – FI) and Gokul Chand Chandola (SAP – Basis)

Budget to boost 12th Five Year Plan
A year after the announcement of setting up of an infrastructure debt fund
mechanism, the finance ministry finally set up the first such fund in March this year.
The time lag shows that the financing of the infrastructure sector still poses a big
challenge for the economy. While the Economic Survey continues to make the point about
attracting long term investors, private equity funds, pension funds and sovereign funds to
the sector, it has suggested that the government would need to give guarantees more liberally
for infrastructure projects than it does now. It however, said the realisation of investment targets
for infrastructure during the 11th Plan (2007-12) gives hope that the financing of an even more
ambitious 12th  Plan (2012 -17) target may be possible.
India enters the 12th Five Year Plan, beginning April 1, 2012. The government has proposed an
infrastructure investment in the 12th Plan to go up to Rs 50 lakh crores and half of it would come from the
private sector. Further it will frame policies that trigger domestic demand recovery and rapid rise in private
investment. One of the key objectives in the plan will be to remove bottlenecks in agriculture, energy,
transport, coal, power and national highways to expedite implementation of decision, prompt delivery
and good governance with transparency, while curbing black money and corruption.
The roadmap for the 12th Five Year Plan (2012-17) has been set in the current year’s Union Budget.
The government has taken up a target to award contracts to build 8,800 km of roads in 2012-13.
It would further provide Rs 600 billion in tax free bonds for financing infrastructure projects in 2012-13.
The rural infrastructure will attract Rs 20,000 crores for development, including Rs 5,000 crores for creating
warehousing facilities.

Road Safety – A Top Priority
With India achieving the dubious distinction of having the highest
road fatalities globally, the Union Road Transport Ministry has
urged the State Governments to help work out a multi pronged
strategy to improve road safety. The steps include moving over to
full digitisation of registration certificate (RC) and driving licences
(DL), having higher penalties for traffic offences and using part of
these penalties towards setting up dedicated road safety funds.
The existing data on the vehicle RC and DL in the country are
likely to be digitised over the next five years. This will enable
registration agencies to verify DL & RC issued by Regional
Transport office (RTOs) across the country. This will also help
eliminate duplicate and fake DLs and RCs. Once the database
is available online, the Highways Ministry proposes to increase
penalties on second and subsequent offences for the drivers.
Setting up a road safety fund at the State Government level
by pooling 50 percent of penalties collected through traffic
violations is another proposal that the Union Ministry wants
to push through. The ministry further proposes to provide the
seed capital to promote the creation of a road safety fund in all
states during the next Five Year Plan. Also the Union Ministry has

requested the State Government to prevent liquor vendors from
setting up shops along the national highways. Studies indicate
that 80% of the accidents are attributable to the drivers in one
form or the other. The accidents caused by the drivers of heavy
vehicles which are relatively less in number contribute to a
disproportionately large number of fatalities and casualties.
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Delhi Gurgaon Expressway
Several on ground initiatives have been undertaken on the Delhi
Gurgaon Expressway over the last three months in order to provide
a smooth and a pleasant drive to the commuters. In order to tackle
the increasing traffic 3 more new lanes are being added on to
both the toll plazas. At KM 24 two additional reversible lanes are
also being planned. The entire expansion process is being carried
out in the existing Right of Way (ROW). These additional lanes will
significantly augment the capacity of the KM 24 toll plaza which is
the busiest toll plaza in the country and could significantly help in
easing the traffic flow at this toll plaza.
Other ground initiatives have also been put in place including the
installation of high resolution built-in varifocus length cameras
(night vision) capable of capturing number plate details of vehicles
passing at both toll plazas. Ten new boom barriers with reduced
cycle time of 0.6 seconds have been installed to further increase the
processing rates. In order to improve commuter awareness about
proper lane driving about 40 signboards have been put up along
the expressway. These include messages at the 3 FOBs at Shankar
Chowk, IFFCO Chowk and near Rajiv Chowk. At Udyog Vihar
and IFFCO Chowk, the traffic light durations have been suitably
adjusted with the help of the traffic police to improve the traffic
flow at peak hours. To reduce lane cutting near the toll plazas, our
traffic marshals are segregating traffic at a distance of 175 m from
the toll gates. The public address system at the toll plazas also
urges the heavy vehicles to keep to the left and special signages
have been put up for additional lanes dedicated for heavy vehicles
after 9 pm.

KMP Expressway
The 53 km priority stretch between Manesar to Palwal is scheduled
to be completed by end June, 2012. The opening of this priority
section had earlier got delayed due to delays in getting certain
clearances and approvals; however as all these have now been
taken care of. The top layer has been laid and the DBM (Dense

PROJECT UPDATES

Bituminous Macadam) has been done for 48 kms of the total
priority stretch of 53 kms between Manesar and Palwal. All the
83 major structures which include Cattle Crossings, Agricultural
Vehicular Underpasses, Pedestrian Crossings, Underpass Bridge,
Underpass Single Span, Underpass Twin Cell, Underpass Multi
Span, Box Culvert and Major/Minor Bridges have been completed
in this priority stretch and have been connected to the main
carriageway. In terms of physical progress over 85% work has been
completed for the priority stretch.
Conceived as the 2nd Outer Ring Road to the National Capital
Territory, the 135.6 km long Kundli-Manesar-Palwal (KMP)
Expressway when completed will connect four of India’s busiest
National Highways viz. NH-1 near Kundli (Sonepat), NH-10 near
Bahadurgarh, NH-8 at Manesar (Gurgaon) and NH-2 near Palwal
(Faridabad). It will pass through six districts of Haryana which are,
Sonepat, Rohtak, Jhajjar, Gurgaon, Mewat and Palwal.

the project has been 77% as of March end. The foundation, sub
structure & super structures of Minor & Major Bridges, Flyovers &
Grade separators are in progress. Out of a total of 144 structures,
84 has so far been completed and work is progressing on the
remaining 60 structures. On completion, this expressway would
substantially cut down the commuting time between the two key
cities of Gwalior and Jhansi and further fuel the socio-economic
development of this region.

loss that victims’ families must suffer, the economic impact of road
fatalities is staggering.
As part of its ongoing operations excellence drive, the Lucknow
Sitapur Expressway Ltd (LSEL) recently organised a training
program on handling emergency road accident situations. The
training module was conducted over two days on 4th & 5th of April
2012 in the government hospital in Sidhauli under Dr Rajiv Singh’s
supervision. Around 15 employees from LSEL participated where
they were specifically trained to handle emergency road accident
cases. They were also trained in Basic Life Support measures which
could make the difference in saving thousands of lives before
emergency responders arrive. These ongoing training programs
reflect the deep commitment that the company has towards the
safety of commuters who use its road projects.

Gwalior Jhansi Road Project
Lucknow Sitapur Expressway Limited
The partial 50 Km stretch of the Lucknow Sitapur Expressway has
been successfully operating for the last six months. Commuter
safety has always been a top priority for DSC Ltd and this is
especially important for newly opened projects. The World Health
Organisation's ‘Global Status Report on Road Safety’ gives India the
dubious distinction of having the worst record in terms of number
of deaths due to road accidents in the world. Beyond the grief and

Work is progressing smoothly on the Gwalior Jhansi Road Link
project and significant progress has been achieved in the last three
months. This 80.1 Km long stretch is a four-lane divided highway
from Gwalior to Jhansi and an important component of the NH – 75
in the state of Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.
The excavation and embankment work is almost complete for the
entire stretch. Granular Sub-Base (GSB), Wet Mix Macadam (WMM)
is about 70% complete and Dense Bitumen Macadam (DBM) work
is about 60% complete. The cumulative physical work progress on

DJB Water Interceptor Project
As part of its pioneering vision, DSC Limited is using state-of-theart microtunneling technology on the two interceptor projects
awarded to it by the Delhi Jal Board (DJB). The preliminary
groundwork and research has been completed and recently DSC
placed the order for the microtunneling equipment from Aker
Firth GmbH of Germany which has now arrived. This would now
be assembled as per the project requirements and will provide
accurate trenchless installation of pipes of upto 2000 mm dia
at 16 m depth over an extended length of 11 kms with minimal
disruption to day to day surface activities. It has a low impact on the
environment as biodegradable oils are used and there is no change
in the surrounding soil composition. The microtunneling system
comprises the main microtunneling machine (including trailing tube
and laser target), the control container/power pack, a jacking system
as well as complete pumping systems. The microtunneling system is
expected to be assembled soon.
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SHEET PILES – RELIABLE & COST EFFECTIVE
SOLUTION AS RETAINING & SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
As part of its ongoing vision of excellence, DSC Limited
continuously evaluates the latest available technologies to assess
its adoption on its projects. The Sheet Piling technology is an
example of an innovative yet cost effective solution that it has
identified and would be using for retaining deep excavation at
Pumping stations for the prestigious Sewage Interceptor Project
that it has undertaken for Delhi Jal Board.

Sanjay Shukla
VP - Design
DSC Limited

Sheet piling is defined as a continuous
assembly of vertical members made of
steel, timber, concrete, aluminium or
synthetic vinyl sheets interlocked one
after other to form a wall and driven into ground to resist lateral
pressure from earth/ water or provide support to a structure. It is
being used in many types of temporary & permanent works.

Installation of sheet piles
Sheet piles are generally installed by driving them into the ground.
So a good knowledge of the soil characteristics is a must while
choosing an appropriate driving mechanism. The different methods
of driving sheet piles are
 Pitch driving – In this method each sheet pile is driven to full
depth before pitching the next pile. But its drawback is that it
is suitable for driving only short piles in loose soils and the free
leading interlock is in constant danger of deviation.
 Panel driving – In this method a whole panel of piles is pitched
and driven. Since a complete panel is pitched, it is not required
to drive all piles fully to maintain piling, if an obstruction is
encountered. Individual piles can be left high without fear of
disruption to overall efficiency. This is a preferred method as it
ensures good verticality and greater control to be maintained
on nominal wall length.

Sheet piles interlocked and pitched in a panel

 Staggered Driving – In difficult soil conditions, panel driving
combined with staggered driving is recommended. The piles
are installed between guide frames & then driven in sequence.
 Combined wall driving – Combined walls are piled walls which
comprise high modulus components interspaced by lighter
sheet piles. The high modulus components called king piles can
be tubular, box or bearing. The light section intermediate piles
can be vertical or Z shaped horizontal sheet piles.

Prominent areas of application of sheet piles:
 River Control Structures & Flood defence: Steel sheet piling
has traditionally been used for the support and protection of
river banks, lock & sluice construction, flood protection etc.
Vinyl sheet piles are also becoming popular due to their noncorrosive nature.
 Construction of Bridge : For bridges to be constructed over
rivers, sheet piles are used to make cofferdam around the piers
which doesn’t allow water to enter the working area.

 Basements & Car Parking: Sheet piling is being used for the
construction of basement walls. It is also finding increased
utility as permanent support to structures.
 Road widening retaining walls: Sheet piles are used to retain
earth on the sides in cutting areas during road widening or
construction activity.
 Deep Excavation for Pump House etc: Sheet piling is being
used to support deep excavation for the construction of Pump
Houses as in the case of our Delhi Jal Board Sewage Interceptor
Project. The ability to extract & re-use sheet piles makes them
an effective & economic design solution.

Sheet piles as
boundary wall
in underground
car park

Wall of sheet
piles guarding
the river bank

Vibro hammer used for sheet piling

The different driving systems used
in sheet piling are
 Vibratory pile drivers - They apply vibrations to the piles
enabling them to penetrate through soil strata by disturbing
the soil around the piles causing minor liquefaction & reduction
in skin friction.
 Sheet pile presses – The machine is set on the panel of the
installed sheet piles with the help of a crane. The hydraulic
rams contained in the cross head are connected to the piles &
by pressurizing two rams at a time keeping the others locked,
the piles are pushed into the ground, two at a time to their full
extent. This method eliminates the noise in sheet piling caused
in hammer driving.

Combined sheet pile wall with I beam king piles

 Drop Hammers – This type of hammer is easily adapted to drive
any of the pile sections for all ground conditions. In this system,
a hammer of prescribed ram weight is allowed to free fall on the
pile head.

Sheet piles cofferdam around
a bridge pier

Sheet piles during shoring for
trench formation

In summary, we can say that sheet piles, due to their unique
properties like high strength, easy workability, less space
requirement and most importantly re-usability, provide a
very reliable & cost effective solution to be used as retaining
& supporting structures in different areas of the construction
industry.

Sheet pile press being used for piling
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Humor and Humiliation
Humor is the buffer that saves you from humiliation. If you have a good sense of humor you can never be humiliated.
And if you refuse to be humiliated you become invincible. Humor brings everyone together, while humiliation tears
them apart. In a society torn with humiliation and insult, humor is like a breath of fresh air. A good sense of humor
relieves you from fear and anxiety.
•
Humor should be coupled with care and concern. Mere humor without care and concern or appropriate action
often irritates those who come to you with serious problems.
•
Humor can keep the spirit high, yet if overdone it leaves a bad taste.
•
Humor without wisdom is shallow.
•
Humor with wisdom creates an atmosphere of celebration.
•
Humor without sensitivity is satire - it comes back to you with more problems.
•
The wise use humor to bring wisdom and to lighten every situation.
•
The intelligent use humor as a shield against humiliation.
•
The cruel use humor as a sword to insult others.
•
The irresponsible use humor to escape from responsibility.
•
And fools take humor too seriously.
•
To make an effort to be humorous is nonsensical.
Devotee: How does one cultivate a sense of humor?
GOD: Humor is not just words, it is the lightness of your Being. You do not have to read and repeat jokes -- just being
cordial and light-hearted brings out authentic humor. Taking life itself not too seriously (because you will never come
out of it alive!) (Laughter) Having a sense of belongingness with everybody, including those who are not friendly.
Practicing yoga and meditation. Having unshakable faith in the Divine, and in the laws of karma. Being in the company
of those who live in knowledge and are humorous.
Sumit Martolia
(GET-Civil)
DSC Limited

YOUR SPACE

10 ways to stay young!!!!!!!!!!!

HOW TO STAY YOUNG
Throw out nonessential numbers. This includes
age, weight and height. Let the doctors worry about
them. That is why you pay them.
Keep only cheerful friends. The grouches pull you
down.
Keep learning. Learn more about the computer,
crafts, gardening, whatever, even ham radio.
Never let the brain idle. 'An idle mind is the devil's
workshop'.
Enjoy the simple things.
Laugh often, long and loud. Laugh until you gasp
for breath.
The tears happen. Endure, grieve, and move on.
The only person, who is with us our entire life, is
ourselves. Be ALIVE while you are alive.
Surround yourself with what you love, whether
it's family, pets, keepsakes, music, plants, hobbies,
whatever. Your home is your refuge.
Cherish your health: If it is good, preserve it. If it
is unstable, improve it. If it is beyond what you can
improve, get help.

College Life
I still remember the last day of my college, and I was wondering that why every one is so upset and is crying. I recall same was
the scenario when I was about to leave school. I always wondered why people get so emotional & cry while leaving their schools
and colleges. In this world of telecommunications & internet access I thought that it would be very easy to contact people who
are at great geographical distances.
But today when years have passed, I see there are just a few of them I am in contact with. Not because I am not connected,
but because I have given other things more priority. And now I can say I miss my college and school life a lot. I miss those
carefree days when everything around was so truthful, so calm and everything seemed to be so easy. To acheive something
was equivalent to dream about something.
Care of elders, warmth of friends and the way I looked at the world, I really miss all those moments. I get reminded of all those
forgotten faces of my childhood. Just a faded glimpse of their identity remains in my mind.
But all those thoughts bring a smile to my face. Those blurred images gives me joy, when thought about.
I didn’t realized their worth then, but I am happy that I didn’t. Because they are now precious to me.
Harsimran Anand
Engineer
Power

Don't take guilt trips. Take a trip to the mall, even
to the next state; to a foreign country but NOT to
where the guilt is.
Tell the people you love that you love them, at
every opportunity.
Rajeev Kumar
Assistant Manager (Legal)

dHkh&dHkh
vrhr ds t[eksa dks dqjsnuk]
vc eSaus cUn dj fn;k gSA
vaxkjs ftUnk gSa vHkh] jk[k ds uhps]
ij jk[k mM+kuk cUn dj fn;k gSA
;knksa ds >jks[kksa ls]
vrhr dh /kaq/k]
vkSj vUnktksa dh f[kM+fd;ksa ls]
Hkfo”; ds dksgjs esa
>kaduk cUn dj fn;k gSAA
>wBh eqLdku fc[ksjs] gky&pky iwNrs]
Ykksxksa dk gky&pky crkuk cUn dj fn;k gSA
ogh yksx dg jgs Fks]
fd eSa vUrj vkSj cká dk LFkwy vUrj feVkus pyk g¡wA
*;fn ;g lp gS rks*
lksprk g¡w ;g Hkh]
fd eqLdqjk ld¡wxk eSa Hkh
dHkh&dHkhA
Manoj Aggarwal
CEO-Highways (O&M)
DSC Limited
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HAPPENINGS

Blood Donation Camp
As part of its social initiatives, the Delhi Gurgaon Expressway
organized a Blood Donation Camp at the KM 24 Toll Plaza in the last
week of February. This initiative was conducted in association with
the Lion’s Blood Bank and generated a strong participation from
the company’s employees. About 50 volunteers donated blood for
this noble cause. Mr. Manoj Aggarwal CEO- Highways (O& M), DSC
Limited flagged off the event by donating blood.
At present there is an acute shortage of readily available blood which
is required in emergency situations especially in the case of road
accidents. The donated blood which was collected during the drive
would be used for accident victims on the Delhi Gurgaon Expressway.
The renowned Lion’s Blood Bank provided blood donor cards to all
the donors. These cards have a validity of one year and can be used

to get blood from the blood bank for any emergency situation free
of cost for the coming one year. The company will keep all the donor
cards under its authorization and will use them for the victims of
accidents on the Delhi Gurgaon Expressway as and when required.

Raipur Durg Expressway Campaigns for Road Safety Week
Sea Cell: A Painting depicting the beauty and diversity of life under water
Arun Kumar Kanwar
Manager Administration
DSC Limited

Mother the biggest Gift of God to us

DSC Ventures Private Limited which manages the Raipur Durg
Expressway organized a Road Safety Week with a theme of
“Accidents bring tears, Safety brings cheer” from 9th April to 14th
April 2012. This was part of its ongoing program to build awareness
for safe driving amongst the commuters who regularly use the
expressway. During this campaign the local teams put up safety
banners and distributed road safety tips pamphlets at both the toll
plazas. Apart from the toll plazas, the road safety messages were
also communicated to commuters and users of the expressway
at critical points. The pamphlets highlighted the different aspects
of road safety and advised the commuters to adhere to the rules
and regulations while driving and give priority to the safety of
self as well as for others so that accidents can be avoided. These
safety messages were also relayed continuously through the public
address system during this period.

Awareness activities were also organized by the corridor control
team along with the traffic police in order to raise the level of
awareness on road safety & prevent encroachment. People not
wearing seat belts and helmets were gently approached with a
message and were requested to follow traffic rules and properly
use lanes/service roads of the expressway.

Mother the biggest gift of God to us,
Mother the candle burn herself to light our life,
Mother the other name of kindness,
Mother who holds us nine months and suffer,

Plantation Drive on the Delhi Gurgaon Expressway

Mother is mother no one can take her place.

The Delhi Gurgaon Super Connectivity Ltd (DGSCL) organized an
eco awareness cum tree plantation drive at the IGI Toll Plaza in the
month of March. The chief guest for the occasion Mr. Alok Kumar
Dubey, Head Horticulture, NHAI-Delhi flagged off the event by
planting a tree sapling at IGI loop area. Saplings were planted at IGI
loop area and also distributed amongst the vehicles passing the
toll plaza. To mark the occasion, DSC Limited’s employees were also
present during the plantation drive and enthusiastically planted
saplings along the toll plaza.

Pinki Mourya
Assistant HR
DSC Limited

The company strongly feels that planting trees is the best way
to maintain an ecological balance. Such plantation drives aim to
sensitize the citizens about the need to protect the environment.
The objective was to let commuters know that how a small step like

Mother who feeds us from her blood and milk,
Mother stays sleepless all the nights holding us,
Mother teaches us how to walk and talk,
Mother guides us and secures us,
Mother loves us from start to end,

planting a sapling can bring a positive change in the environment.
The chief guest congratulated DGSCL for this unique initiative to plant
saplings along the expressway and also stressed on the importance of
planting trees to nullify the polluted air emitted by vehicles.
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HAPPENINGS

India Today Conclave
As part of its corporate brand building initiative, DSC Limited
co-sponsored the prestigious India Today Conclave for the second
consecutive year. This high powered conclave is an annual event
showcasing global thought leaders and was held on 16th and 17th
March 2012 at the Taj Palace Hotel in New Delhi. The theme of
this year’s conclave was “AN ASIAN CENTURY: Securing the Global
Promise” and featured eminent speakers from diverse domains
including business,
politics, entertainment,
sports, science and
technology. It was
a great platform for
projecting the DSC
corporate brand as
the conclave was
attended by over
400 high profile
delegates including
Indian & international
political leaders,
top bureaucrats,
diplomats, corporate
heads, entrepreneurs,

BEYOND BUSINESS
social & thought leaders as well as representatives from the
world of art and literature. The event was widely covered by the
media and provided adequate opportunities for DSC Limited to
communicate its branding.
As a co-sponsor DSC Limited’s AV was prominently featured at
the venue. In addition, DSC Limited set up a 7m by 3m stall which
featured our core values, key messages and project highlights.
This was greatly appreciated by all the delegates. The association
with the India Today Conclave has been a positive experience for
DSC Limited as it showcases the corporate brand at a premium
forum and reaches out to a focused audience of thought leaders.

Bashob Dey
Sr. Vice President
Corporate Communication

After two successful editions of the DSC Prize for South Asian Literature, the Prize is all set to embark on its third
edition and has announced the call for entries for the 2013 edition. In its first two years the DSC Prize has made a
significant mark in the literary space and has been able to meet its core objective of recognizing and rewarding the
finest South Asian writing and presenting it to a larger global audience.
After winning the inaugural DSC Prize in 2011,
HM Naqvi’s novel Home Boy (HarperCollins India)
was published in the British Commonwealth
by Hamish Hamilton in October 2011. Similarly
Shehan Karunatilaka’s novel Chinaman (Random
House India) which won the prize in 2012 is now
being published by Jonathan Cape in the UK and
Graywolf Press in the USA.  These represent a strong
fulfilment of the central vision of the prize, which is
to propagate and present South Asian writing to a
larger global audience.

The DSC Prize for South Asian
Literature, 2013

Lucknow Sitapur Expressway Ltd Organises Road Safety Week
Lucknow Sitapur Expressway Ltd (LSEL) recently organised a Road
Safety Week from 16th to 21st April 2012. In the run up to the Road
Safety Week, LSEL had distributed leaflets at the KM 420 Toll Plaza
and the adjoining areas on NH 24. In addition to the motorists,
the campaign also reached out to pedestrians, cyclists, families,
kids, older people and local residents living along the expressway.
Various issues were covered ranging from the dangers of rash
driving to proper lane etiquette. The banners displaying the theme
of ‘Road Safety Week 2012’ were put up on the Corridor Control van
and the leaflets were distributed to the commuters.

The DSC Prize for South Asian Literature
enters its third year
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The objective of the exercise was to raise awareness of the fact that
road crashes are sudden, violent events that rip apart families by
ending lives too soon and causing life-changing injuries leading
to terrible suffering. Yet these casualties are preventable by taking
simple precautions and observing some basic rules. The key
causes for accidents like over speeding or overtaking dangerously,
driving while using a mobile, drinking while driving or driving
while tired or failing to belt up were discussed. These messages
were communicated to the commuters through the distribution of
leaflets that talked about the Dos & Don’ts for safe driving.

The 2013 edition which is the third edition of the
DSC Prize got underway with the announcement of
the 9 member Advisory Committee and the Call for
Entries which were simultaneously done on April
20th. The Advisory Committee, which encompasses
experts from diverse backgrounds, counsels the
DSC Prize regarding initiatives that help realize
its vision of promoting South Asian writing on a
global platform. The Advisory Committee will also
recommend the appointment of the DSC Prize Jury
which is expected to be announced in May 2012.
The DSC Prize also invited entries from publishers for the 2013 edition. The unique aspect is that the prize is open
to authors across the globe irrespective of their origin or ethnicity as long as the writing is about South Asia, its
people, culture and diaspora. The Call for Entries will remain open till June 15th 2012, for works of literary fiction
based on South Asia, published between 1st Jan 2011 and 30th April 2012 in English, including translations into
English. The Winner of the DSC Prize for South Asian Literature 2013 will be announced in January 2013 at the DSC
Jaipur Literature Festival.
Like the last two years, the best South Asian writing would be vying for the prestigious US $50,000 DSC Prize, 2013.
The heartening fact is that the number of translated entries has been on the increase and it is expected that this
positive trend would continue this year as well.

For feedback and contributions please get in touch with Vivek in the Corporate
Communication department at vivek.upadhyay@dsclimited.com

